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INTRODUCTION 

Styles M-22A and M-228 Dual Control Electric Switch 
and Lock Movements are similar in most respects to 
Styles M-20 and M-22 movements. The distinguishing 
features are a more convenient arrangement of the selector 
and hand-throw levers which places both levers on the 
field side of the mechanism, interlocking the levers by 
means of interlocking discs mounted on the outside of 
the mechanism, and an improved selector clutch. 

The Style M-22A movement retains all of the operat
ing principles of the earlier Union dual control move
ments, including full lock rod protection for both power 
and hand operation. Style M-228 movements do not 
provide switch point locking (i.e., slide bar and lock box 
do not move full stroke) when the selector lever is set for 
hand operation. Full lock rod protection is effective, how
ever, when the Sryle M-228 movement is power operated. 
The mechanical difference between the Styles M-22A 
and M-228 movements is fully described under "Detail 
Information". 

The features provided by the Styles M-22A and M-228 
movements affect the gear box only, and this gear box is 
interchangeable with rhe gear boxes used in Styles M-2, 

Fig. I Application of Style M-22A Dual Control Electric Switch 
and Lock Movement to a single switch. 
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M-20, M-22 and M-25 movements. The motor compart· 
ment, circuit controller, and electrical characteristics of 
the movement have not been affected. 

Instructions covering the operation, installation, and 
maintenance of the Styles M-22A and M-228 movements 
are provided in the following pages. Although these 
instructions describe and illustrate Styles M-22A and 
M-228 movements as in production at the time of pub
lication and therefore cover the latest improvements, 
they can also be used for the maintenance of earlier move
ments since variations in maintenance procedures arising 
from these improvements are noted throughout the text. 
The principal differences are (1) the provision of adjust· 
able eccentric bushings for the selector clutch shifting 
yoke in movements manufactured subsequent to August 
21, 1946, and (2) use of Oilite bearings in the spur gear 
compartment with consequent changes in lubrication 
requirements as covered under "Lubrication" on page 18. 
Oilite bearings are provided on movements shipped after 
December 2, 1946. If desired, earlier movements can be 
equipped with Oilite bearings in accordance with instruc· 
tions provided in Instruction Pamphlet U-5425, Supple
ment 2. 

Fig. 2 Application of Style M-22A Dual Control Electric Switch 
and Lock Movement to a single switch (covers off). . 



SECTION I 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The Style M-22A (and M-228) Electric Switch and 
Lock Movement is composed essentially of a motor, a 
gear train, a cam arrangement for operating the switch 
and the locking, a circuit controller that includes a point 
detector device, and a dual control mechanism permitting 
operation of the switch either by power or by hand. These 
units are housed in a cast iron case arranged for mounting 
on two ties; separate compartments house the motor, the 
gear box (which includes the gear train and dual control 
mechanism), and the circuit controller. See Figure 21. 

Motors and gear trains are available for operating the 
movement from I IO volts or 20 volts d.c., or from 110 
volts a.c. The gear train is composed of a spur and worm 
gear drive. A friction clutch carried on an extension of 
the worm shaft protects the mechanism from shock at 
the end of the stroke or when the switch points or locking 
are obstructed. The motors and gear boxes required for 
the different voltage ranges are interchangeable. For the 
low voltage movements, several gear ratios (applicable in 
the same gear box by changing the gears) are available to 
provide relatively fast operation when higher current 
rates are permissible, or slower operation when the current 
rate must be restricted due to the nature of the power 
supoly. 

Power from thi:: nwtor is transmitted through the gear 
train and dual control mechanism to a main crank which 
in turn drives the switch-operating bar and the slide bar 
that effects the locking of the switch points. The main 
crank and switch-operating bar are so arranged that the 
drivinf:! system itself locks the switch in either extreme 
position. 

The position of the switch points is checked and se
cured by the action of a lock box which rests on and is 
operated from an extension of the slide bar. The lock box 
is so designed that it can be inverted when changing from 
a right-hand to a left-hand movement and vice versa. 
This feature in all but exceptional cases allows the same 
lock rods to be used for both right-hand and left-hand 
movements. The locking dogs in the lock box, which enter 
the notches in the lock rod when the movement is locked 
up, are staggered; that is, one is in the top and the other 
is in the bottom. This arrangement ensures that the lock
ing stroke will not be completed unless the position of the 
switch movement corresponds with the position of the 
switch points. 

The movement is equipped with a circuit controller 
which has indication contacts that are jointly operated 
by the lock box and point detector mechanism in such a 
manner t11at the movement, as checked by the lock box, 
must be in its proper position and the switch points, as 
checked by the point detector, must be closed before an 
indication can be obtained. The circuit controller also 
contains segmental type contacts for opening the motor 
circuit when the movement is in its full reverse or full 
normal position and a pair qf. cutout contacts for opening 

motor and line circuits when the selector lever is posi· 
tioncd to permit hand operation of the movement. 

The dual control mechanism provides a selector lever 
and a hand-throw lever mounted on the field side of the 
movement for hand operation by the trainman. The 
selector lever has two positions, HAND and MOTOR, 
marked on the handle. It ordinarily stands in the MOTOR 
position and is dirown to the HAND position when hand 
operation is desired. The motor cutout contacts are 
opened whenever the selector lever is moved from its 
MOTOR position. The selector and hand-throw levers 
are interlocked so that the selector lever cannot be oper
ated from the HAND position to the MOTOR position 
unless the hand-throw lever is in the full normal or the 
full reverse position, but the selector lever can always be 
thrown from the MOTOR position to the HAND posi
tion regardless of the position of the switch or movement. 
Even though the.selector lever has been operated to the 
HAND position, however, the switch-operating mech
anism may remain in engagement with the motor until 
the hand-throw lever is operated to a position correspond
ing with that of the switch, and it is therefore necessary 
to actually operate the switch points by the hand-throw 
lever to assure that the movement is on hand operation. 

The Style M-228 movement is identical with the 
Style M-22A movement except that it does not provide 
switch point locking when hand operated. Switch point 
locking is effective, however, when the movement is 
motor operated. 

SECTION II 

INSTALLATION 

In general, the application of the Styles M-22A and 
M-228 switch movements to a single switch is as shown in 
Figs. 3 and 4, but detail mounting plans approved by the 

_., , ... 6z ~I 

Fig. 3 Typical Risht-Hand Layout for Style M-22A Movement. 
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railroad should be followed when installing movements. 
Movements are assembled at the factory to suit particular 
layouts when sufficient information is provided in the 
order, but in any case can be changed from right-hand 
to left-hand (or vice versa) in the field. If such change is 
necessary, see detailed instructions on page 6. 

NOTE: Be sure to note carefully paragraphs 22 and 
25 on pages 7 & 8 whenever the selector clutch 
or the hand-throw gear is removed for any 
reason, 

After the movement, properly assembled for the lay
out involved, has been fastened to the ties and the ex
ternal wiring has been connected to the terminal board 
in accordance with the diagram applying for the particular 
application, proceed as follows: 

A. Apply grease Spec. 3970, from container shipped with 
the movement, in the worm gear compartment only. 
This should be packed well around the worm gear 
and selector clutch. Five lbs. will suffice to cover the 
worm gear. No other lubrication is required at the 
time of installation in view of lubrication at the factory.• 

B. Apply letters "N" and "R" to the hand-throw lever 
so as to correspond with the switch position. 

C. Adjust the stands for the selector and hand-thro\\' 
· levers to hold them horizontal in both positions. See 

paragraph H for final check. 

D. Connect the switch-operating rod, and adjust the rod 
nuts at the basket to obtain proper pressure at the 
switch points when operating the switch by means of 
the hand-throw lever. Nothing is gained by excessive 
pressure. 

E. Apply the lock rods, with covers removed and move· 
ment mid-stroke. Be sure the rods are so assembled that 
the locking dogs in the lock box will enter the narrow notcha 
first. (In some instances it may be necessary to invert 
the lock box to suit the rod notches, in which case 
refer to page 12.) Preliminary adjustment should be 
made by setting the nuts so that the narrow notches 
are approximately centered on the locking dogs at 
each end of the stroke (with the M-228 movement 
this requires operation by power, or by hand-turning 
of the friction clutch with the selector lever in MO
TOR position). The upper narrow notch can be seen 
directly. For the lower notch, index marks are pro
vided on the top surface opposite the notch ends. 
Make final adjustments in accordance with A.A.R. 
Signal Section or railroad instructions. 

F. Apply the point detector bar (remove shipping clo
sures in the housing) and its connecting rod. Adjust 
to check switch point opening in accordance with 
A.A.R. Signal Section or railroad instructions. When 

• Grease is alro required in spur gear comparrment of certain older 
movements. See page 18. 

making adjustments, be sure to work first with adjust· 
ment for the far switch point, using the nuts on the 
· track end of the point detector bar; then adjust for 
the near switch point, working at the field end of 
the bar. 

NOTE: .See Instruction Pamphlet U-5453 for gage 
available for checking that proper point detector 
adjustment i.& maintained during intervals between 
periodic obstruction tests. · 

G. Check that indication cam N (on left side of move
ment center line as viewed from controller end of 
movement-see Fig. 15) has its notch up when the 
movement is in normal position, and that cam P (on 
right side) has its notch up when the movement is in 
the reverse position. If it is found that these cams are 
not in agreement with the foregoing specification, 
shift them in accordance with instructions on page 14. 

H. Make final check of adjustment of levers to insure that 
their adjustment permits transfer from power to hand 
operation under all conditions. To accomplish this 
proceed as follows: 

1. Remove gear box cover so that the action of se
lector clutch A (Fig. 5) and its relation to hand
throw pinion B can be observed as the selector 
lever is operated from MOTOR to HAND po
sition. 

2. With the hand-throw lever in normal posmon, 
operate the movement by power to the reverse 
position, then to the normal position. Then oper
ate the selector lever to HAND position. Check 
that the selector clutch shifts up, engaging the 
tooth on the bottom of the hand-throw pinion, 
and check that the hand-throw lever will operate 
the switch. If the selector clutch fails to shift up 
full stroke, adjust the height of the lever stand so 
as to bring the clutch teeth in proper alignment. 

3. (Procedure in paragraph 2 repeated for opposite 
end of stroke.) With the hand-throw lever in the 
reverse position, operate the movement by power 
to . the normal position, then to the reverse posi
tion. Then operate the selector lever to the HAND 
position. Check that the selector clutch shifts up, 
engaging the tooth on the bottom of the hand
throw pinion, and check that .the hand-throw 
lever will operate the switch. If the selector clutch 
fails to shift up full stroke, adjust the height of the 
lever stand so as to bring the clutch teeth in proper 
alignment. 

4. With the hand-throw lever in the normal position, 
operate the movement by power to the reverse 
position. Then operate the selector lever to the 
HAND position. The selector clutch should ride 
against but not engage the hand-throw pinion 
tooth. Now operate the hand-throw lever toward 
the reverse position. The selector clutch should 
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snap up into engagement with the hand-throw 
pinion before the hand-throw lever is fully down 
in the reverse stand. Check that the hand-throw 
lever will now operate the movement. 

5. (Procedure in paragraph 4 repeated for opposite 
end of stroke.) With the hand-throw lever in the 
reverse position, operate the movement by power 
to the normal position. Then operate the selector 
lever to the HAND position. The selector clutch 
should ride against but not engage the hand-throw 
pinion tooth. Now operate the hand-throw lever 
toward the normal position. The selector clutch 
should snap up into engagement with the hand
throw pinion before the hand-throw lever is fully 
down in the normal stand. Check that the hand
throw lever will now operate the movement. 

6. Apply the hasp connecting rod between the lever 
stands so that both hasps must be raised before 
the levers can be thrown. . 

I. With an obstruction between the switch point and 
the stock rail, operate the movement by power. When 
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the switch point comes up against the obstruction, 
the worm and worm gear will be stopped but the 
motor should continue to run during the overload 
time delay period, slipping the friction clutch. Current 

. taken during this period should be within 10% of the 
value specified in the table on page 15. If necessary, 
readjust the spring on the friction clutch (by turning 
the adjustment nut) to obtain the specified clutch slip 
current. , 

NOTE: Jf the clutch slips too easily, the current taken 
may not operate the overload relay and battery ex
haustion might follow. If the clutch adjustment is too 
tight, unnecessary wear of mechanical parts may occur 
due to the absence of shock protection. In ordinary 
operation, without obstruction of the switch points, 
the clutch should slip slightly at both ends of the 
power stroke. 

SECTION III 

HOW TO CHANGE A MOVEMENT 
TO SUIT A RIGHT· HAND OR 

LEFr-HAND LAYOUT 

Refer to Fip. S, 6 and 11 

It is recommended when ordering movements for 
specific locations that the order state whether they are to 
be right-hand or left-hand assembly, so that by properly 
locating the movements at the rime of installation the 
necessity of reassembly in the field will be eliminated. 
When required, the movement can be rearranged in the 
field to suit the particular layout by following the pro
cedure outlined below. 

To Di.maande 

I. Remove gear box and· motor covers, and use as 
receptacles for parts removed. 

2. Remove cover plate BB (Fig. 5) from side of g1:ar 
box opposite the levers. 

3. Remove top arm X (Fig. 5) of motor cutout linkage. 

4. With selector lever in HAND position, place hand
throw lever vertical and loosen setscrew CC in hub of 
hand-throw bevel gear C (setscrew accessible in this 
position only), but do not pull lever and shaft out yet. 

5. Remove castellated nut and washer from top of 
crank shaft, exposing keyway (Fig. 5). 

6. Move hand-throw lever to place the keyway in the 
top of the crank shaft crosswise of the movement and 
toward the right side of the movement as seen from the 
controller end. In this position the hand-throw lever will 
be approximately 15 deg. from one end of its stroke. As 
the keyway is in line with the roller pin on the bottom of 
crank J, this will place the crank head crosswise of the 
movement as required to permit the crank to be dropped 
through the opening in the base, and the roller will be 

. on the right side of the movement. 



7. Remove the hand-throw lever with its shaft and 
interlocking disc. (Fig. 11). 

8. Remove the four top bearing plate hold-down bolts 
(Fig. 5). Take off top bearing plate and remove the hand~ 

. throw pinion B, top bearing bushing and key. 

9. Remove the hand-throw bevel gear C; shifting it 
to clear the hub will permit it to be pulled clear of the 
selector clutch (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6 View showing gear box. Looking from motor end. 
(R.H. assembly) 

IO. Remove the roller studs and two top rollers from 
shifter yoke E; then remove the selector clutch. 

11. Remove the two cap screws from the end of the 
selector lever shaft, and pull out the selector lever with 
its shaft and interlocking disc (Fig. 11). 

12. Remove bottom pan D and retaining straps W 
and drop the switch-operating bar Y and main crank J 
(Fig. 6) far enough to clear the cam shaft. 

13. Remove top screw in cam shaft bearing and eccen
tric bushing studs (AA, Fig. 5). Pull clutch shifter yoke, 
selector lever cam shaft, and motor cutout yoke (Fig. l'l) 
away from bearing and remove from gear box. · 

14. Remove cotter from inside end of idler gear bear
ing stud (Fig. 11); then remove the stud. This will free 
the idler gear, which should be removed. 

To Reassemble 

15. Interchange lubricating fitting L and pipe plug M 
(Fig. 6). Reassemble plug and blanking screw from oppo
site side into holes vacated by the idler gear bearing stud 
and its lock plate screw. 

16. Reassemble idler gear on opposite side of box. Idler 
gear stud must be locked by lock plate and machine screw. 
Apply cotter. 

17. Reassemble motor cutout yoke, selector lever cam 
shaft, and clutch shifter yoke on opposite side of the box: 

(a) Assemble the motor cutout yoke to the box, hook
ing it into the hole in the underside of the boss and 

holding with top screw entered a few turns only. 
See small view Fig. 5. 

(b) Assemble the eccentric bushings* in the dut1:h 
shifter yoke arms. Note that these bushings have 
letter "N" stamped on two 180-degree opposite 
faces of the hexagon. Assemble each bushing with 
that one of the "N" faces up which places the 
hole for'the stud farthest from the roller end of the 
yoke. Place the studs in the bushings, with their 
threaded ends flush with inside faces. Assemble the 
selector lever cam shaft with its nose centered in 
the yoke guide. Then assemble this combination 
to the gear box and fasten with the eccentric studs, 
but do not pull these up tight yet. Check that the 
eccentric bushings still have their "N" sides up. 

18. Replace main crank J, making sure that keyway on 
top of shaft (and roller pin on bottom, which is in line 
with the keyway) is toward right side of box viewed from 
controller end. If slide bar has not moved, the crank 
should mesh properly and can be pulled up into place. 
Use the top bearing and nut to hold the crank temporarily. 

19. Replace the switch-operating bar, with the roller 
in its slot. Shift until the roller aligns to mount on the 
crank roller pin as the switch-operating bar is lifted into 
place. Replace retaining straps W (Fig. 6) and bolt them 
in place. Replace pan, and fasten. The top bearing and 
nut which were used to hold the cr~nk temporarily until 
the switch-operating bar was assembled should again he 
removed. 

20. Reverse the interlocking discs on the hand-throw 
lever and selector lever assemblies to have the letter "L" 
(or "R") outward, and the notches in position relative 
to the lever, as shown for left-hand layout in the small 
view (or for right-hand layout in the larger view) at bottom 
of Fig. l_l. · 

2 I. Reassemble the selector lever with its shaft and 
interlocking disc on the side of the gear box opposite to 
that from which it was removed. The bearing bushing, of 
course, must be transferred to the opposite side. Mesh 
teeth carefully so that eccentric button on the end of the 
selector lever cam shaft (Fig. 11) will be in its extreme 
down position when the selector lever is horizontal in 
MOTOR position. When meshed correctly, the large 
diameter of the cam will be acting on the roller at left 
side (as seen from lever side) of motor cutout yoke and 
be just clear. of roller at right side. The motor cutout yoke 
should shift full stroke when the end of the selector lever 
is raised 6" from its horizontal MOTOR position. Apply 
washer plate and cap screws to hold the selector lever 
shaft in place. 

22. Check that selector clutch has an over-all length 
of Sn" maximum to SH" minimum, and replace selector 
clutch on the main crank shaft, with its single-tooth end 

• Eccentric bushing adjustment for selector clutch shifting yoke was 
not provided on movements completed prior to August 21, 1946. 
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up and with the punch or chisel mark in line with the 
keyway of the main crank shaft. See Fig. 12. If necessary, 
rotate the worm gear by turning the gear train friction 
clutch by hand to permit the selector clutch to drop down 
into full engagement with the teeth in the hub of the 
worm gear (Fig. 21). 

23. Reassemble top shifter yoke rollers and studs. 

24. Place selector lever in HAND position. Reassemble 
hand-throw bevel gear C, with setscrew CC vertical, and 
hand-throw lever shaft assembly. Tighten setscrew firmly 
into hole of shaft and tighten jam nut. 

25. With hand-throw lever vertical, assemble steel 
collar (chamfered side down) on top of main crank. As
semble hand-throw pinion with tooth marked "R" for 
right-hand movement (or "L" for left-hand movement) 
so it will mesh with punch-marked tooth space on hand
throw gear in line with hand-throw lever. Hold pinion 
in partial engagement with bevel gear and shift hand
throw lever to that end of its stroke which will permit the 
large tooth on its underface to mesh with wide space on 
top of selector clutch. This will allow pinion to drop down 
into position. Check that pinion and bevel gear teeth 
have remained meshed in proper register. 

26. Clean machined pads for top bearing and replace 
top bearing plate with dowel pins and draw it down se
curely with the four 7211 cap screws. 

27. Replace top journal bearing, key, washer, and 
castellated nut on top of main crank. Draw the nut down 
securely and back off to the nearest cotter hole. Check 
that hand-throw lever operates movement without bind
ing. 

28. Reassemble the top motor cutout arm, pointing 
it to the side of the movement on which motor cutout 
yoke has been located. 

29. Readjust motor cutout linkage as described on 
page 15. 

30. Ad;· . ., .. .ielector clutch shifter yoke eccentric bush
ings as described on page 12. * 

31. Remove cover from circuit controllet'. 

32. Using lock rods of the type which will be used 
with the movement when installed, check that the lode 
box dogs enter the narrow notch first. With some types 
of lock rods it will be necessary to invert the lock box as 
described on page 12. 

33. Check indication contacts per paragraph G under 
"Installation''. 

34. Check that movement operates by use of motor 
(in absence of electric power, turn the friction clutch by 
hand), and by use of the hand-throw lever. 

35. Replace cover plate BB, cotters. lock wire, motor 
and gear box covers, etc., and check that all bolts. have 
been drawn down tight on lock washers. 

• Eccentric bushing adjustment for eelecror clutch shifti~ yoke wu 
not provided on rnovementa completed prior to Augult 21, 1946. 
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SECTION IV 

DETAIL INFORMATION 

The basic elements of the movement are illustrated in 
Fig. 21. Switch operation, switch locking, and circuit con· 
troller operation are all performed by the vertical main 
crank in the g~ar compartment. This crank is always in 
engagement with either (a) the motor, through the re· 
duction gear train and its friction dutch, or (b) the hand· 
throw lever, through the hand-throw pinion. The selector 
clutch slides along splines on the shaft of the main crank, 
and is shifted up or down by the selector lever. To permit 
the selector lever stroke to be completed even though the 
top tooth may not be in alignment with the tooth space 
in the hand-throw pinion hub when shifting from motor 
position (shown) to hand-throw position*, connection 
between the selector lever and the selector clutch is made 
through a coil spring mounted on the selector clutch. 
The selector clutch will snap into engagement with the 
hand-throw pinion when the hand-throw lever is operated 
to a position corresponding with the switch position. 
This spring connection acts similarly when returning the 
selector lever to the motor position; however, in this case 
it is the motor which must be operated to align the worm 
gear hub teeth to receive the selector clutch teeth. Observe 
that the main crank remains engaged with its original 
connected driving element until it is engaged with the 
other element, as covered by Note A, Fig. 21. The" oper
ation and adjustments of the various components of the 
.movement are described in detail in the following para
graphs. 

Operation of Switch-Opuating and Locking Mech· 
ani.sm 

As stated in the foregoing paragraph, the main crank 
shifts both the switch-operating bar and the slide bar. 
The latter carries the lock box with its locking dogs which 
enter notches in the lock rods when the switch points are 
in proper position, and also carries rack teeth which oper
ate the circuit controller. Assuming the movement to be 
at one end of its stroke as illustrated in Fig. 21, operation 
to the opposite end of the stroke involves rotation of the 
main crank by the motor or by the hand-throw lever. As 
the main crank turns, it first shifts the slide bar so as to 
withdraw the locking dog from the lock rod notch before 
the switch points start to move, then the main crank holds 
the slide bar in its mid-position (both locking dogs clear 
of the lock rods) while driving the switch-operating bar 
full stroke to its opposite position, and finally the main 
crank holds the switch-operating bar while driving the 
slide bar to its full-stroke position engaging the top locking 
dog in the corresponding lock rod notch. 

• In Fig. 21 the top tooth is shown in alignment with the tooth space 
in the hub of the hand·throw pinion because the switch itself and the 
hand-throw lever are both in normal position. But there may be tim:s 
when the switch is blocked mid-scroke by an obstruction so that the 
main crank will not be in normal position; and, of course, if the last 
motor operation left the switch in the reverse position, the teeth 
likewise arc not aligned. 



The manner in which the crank imparts these motions 
can be understood by reference to Figs. 7 to 10 inclusive. 
The main crank is designated X, the switch-operating bar 
Y, and the slide bar Z. 

Assuming that Fig. 8 shows the normal position, a 
reverse movement is started by a clockwise rotation of 
main crank X. Lug x• on top of main crank X acting 
against roller :::' on slide bar Z effects the unlockin~ of the 
lock rod by causing slide bar Z to move to the left one-half 
of its stroke. Meanwhile, roller x on the underside of 
main crank X is moved through an arc of 40" in the radial 
portion of groove yin switch-operating bar Y, thus freeing 
the bar for the reverse stroke. During the next 140" rota· 
tion of the main crank X, roller x engages the straight 
reverse operating face of groove y and moves the switch
operaring bar Y to the reverse position. 

0 

0 

:G:::,.·:_-="c:c~f-::-:-:_y=' ~--=-__,os:.I' f 
SWITCH OP[RATING BAA 

Fig. 7 Switch-Operating Bar and Slide Bar (Inverted). 

A 
~ 

Fig. 8 Diagram of Driving Pam in 
One Exttrme Position. 

Fig. 9 shows the relative mid-stroke posltlons of 
switch-operating bat Y and slide bar Z; crank X is still · 
rotating clockwise but is not transmitting morion to slide 
bar Z as lug x1 has become disengaged from roller :::1• 

Surfaces v and v1 of slide bar Z are radial to the center of 
the shaft and prevent the slide bar from moving. 

0 

0 

0 

0 
z 

Fig. 9 Diacram of Driving 
Pam in Mid-Position. 

The full reverse position is shown by Fig. 10. Roller x 
on crank X acting in groove y has moved switch-operating 
bar Y to the reverse position and secured it against back 
thrust; lug x2 has come into contact with roller z during the 
last 40" rotation of crank X, thus drivin" slide bar Z to 
its full reverse position. 

Connection to the switch points may be made at either 
end of switch-operating bar Y to suit the particular switch 
layout. The position of the switch points is checked and 
secured by the action of lock box G, Fig. 15. 

The lock box rests on and is operated from an ex
tension of the slide bar as shown in Fig. 21. During the 
first 40" rotation of the main crank, the corresponding 
motion of the slide bar withdraws the lower locking dog 
of the lock box from the lower notch of the1ock rod, thus 
unlocking the switch points. The following 140° rotation 
of the crank operates the switch, and the lock rod stops 
with its upper notch aligned to receive the upper locking 
dog of the lock box. The final 40" rotation of the crank 
completes the stroke of the _slide bat, driving the locking 
dog into the lock rod notch to lock the switch points in 
the reverse position. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

~ 
~ 

z 

~a-:.::,,/ x 2. 
Fig. JO Diagram of Driving 
Parra in Extreme Position op
posite ro that shown in Fig. 8. 
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OpaatiOft. of Dual Control Mechanism 
The dual control mechanism is so constructed and the 

selector lever and hand-throw lever so interlocked that 
(1) the selector lever maybe thrown to the hand operation 
position at any time regardless of the position of the switch 
and (2) the hand-throw lever is locked in either one or the 

HAND THROW------.-' 
BEVEL GEAR 

HAND THROW 
L£vtR SHArT 

SELECTOR LEVER---~ 

HAND THROW 

.1-ER-i-.X-+--' 

I 

Lr?:~~~'.Ji 

ASSEMBLY or INTERLOCKING 
DISCS roR A LH. LAYOUT 

other of its extreme positions when the selector lever is 
in. the MOTOR.position. 

These levers are interlocked by means of notched 
discs X and Y, Fig. 11, mounted on the selector and hand
throw lever shafts respectively. At shown in the diagram 
the selector lever is ill; the MOTOR position, locking the 

UJBfUCATING 
FITTING --

- SELEC'tOR 

IDLER GEAR 

LEVER· CAM 
SHAFT 

IOI.IA GEAR 
eWtiitG· STUD-

SELECTOR 
I.EVER 
BENIING 

SELECTOR 
LEVER SHAFT 

IDLER GEAR BEARING STUD 

R.H.LAYOUT 

Fig. 11 Views showing gear box and lever arrangement for Style M-22A Movement. 
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hand-throw lever in one of its extreme positions. Oper
ating the selector lever to the HAND position brings the 
notch in disc X opposite a notch in disc Y, thus providing 
sufficient clearance for rotation of disc Y as the hand
throw lever is operated. Return of the selector lever to 
the MOTOR position is contingent upon the hand-throw 
lever being in either the full normal or full reverse posi· 
tion. 

Movements may, when requested by the customer, be 
furnished with only one notch in the hand-throw locking 
disc, necessitating the return of the hand-throw lever 
and the switch to the normal or original position before 
the selecto~ lever can be returned to the MOTOR po
sition. 

If the lock rod is out of adjustment so as to prevent the 
switch from being locked up, the switch may be operated 
by hand, but the stroke of the hand-throw lever cannot be 
completed (except in the case of Style M-228 movement}, 
and therefore the trainman will be unable to return the 
selector lever to the MOTOR position. In this case, the 
lock rod is not effective and the switch points should be 
blocked or spiked in accordance with rules governing such 
conditions before traffic is allowed to proceed. 

The selector clutch A, Fig. 11, is moved up or down 
on crank shaft J by the selector lever through the means of 
shifter yoke E, the upper and lower positions correspond
ing to the HAND and MOTOR positions of the selector 
lever respectively. This selector clutch is splined to the 
crank shaft J and, therefore, rotates with the shaft as a 
unit. The teeth on the lower member of the selector clutch 
engage with similar teeth on the worm gear directly or as 
soon as the motor has moved the worm gear sufficiently 
to bring the next tooth into alignment, the spring in the 
clutch being compressed if the teeth are not in alignment. 
The upper member of the clutch is selective, and if the 
motor mechanism has stopped with the switch in the 
reverse position and the hand-throw lever in the normal 
position, the hand-throw lever must be moved through an 
arc of 180" in order to bring the clutch tooth on the hand
throw pinion into a position where the spring can force 
the clutch into engagement. Similarly, if the switch, for 
any reason, is in an intermediate position, the hand-throw 
lever must be brought into the position corresponding to 
the position of the switch where the clutch will engage 
automatically, and funher movement of the hand-throw 
lever will move the switch. If the hand-throw lever and 
motor mechanism correspond in position, the clutch will 
engage directly as soon as the selector lever is thrown, 
without compression of the spring and without any pre
liminary movement of the hand-throw lever. 

Fig. 12 shows the parts in the MOTOR position with 
the teeth on the bottom of the selector clutch engaged with 
the teeth on the worm gear. Fig. 13, however, illustrates 
how the clutch shifter yoke E will complete its stroke to 
the position shown in Fig. 12 even though the teeth of 

(a.) BOTTOM VIEW OF HAND 
THftOW HVEL PINION F'OII 
M·22A MOVEMENT 

(b) BOTTOM VIEW OF' HAND 
THROW BEVEL PINION F'OR 
M·228 MOVEMENT 

CLUTCH SHIF'TER 
YO~E 

HANO THROW 
KVEL PINION , 

VIEW SHOWING Sl"IIING CLUTCH 
COUPLING IN MESH WITH MOTOII 
DIIIVEN WORM C.CAR 

Fig. 12 Views showing selector clutch and hand-throw bevel 
pinion for both Stylca M-22A and M·22B Movements. 

the worm gear are not aligned to receive the selector clutch 
teeth when the selector lever is operated to the MOTOR 
position, as would be the case when the position of the 
switch and the position of the hand-throw lever are not in 
agreement. This same action; of course, takes place when 
shifting in the opposite direction, i.e., from motor to hand 
operation. The over-all height of the selector clutch is so 

SELECTOR CLUTCH 

HAND THROW 
/BEVEL PINION 

Fis. 13 View of aeleaor clutch coupling showing position of parts 
when selector lever is operated to MOTOR position with worm gear 

teeth not aligned to receive aelecror clutch teeth. 
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adjusted that at all times the main crank is engaged with 
either the motor or the hand-throw lever (see Note A, 
Fii,?. 21). 

STYLE M-228 MovEMl!NT-The mechanical difference 
between Style M-22A and Style M-228 movements is in 
the hand-throw bevel pinion, see Fig. 12. The hub sector 
on the hand-throw bevel pinion for the Style M-228 move
ment is of shorter arc than that for the Style M-22A 
movement, thus introducing sufficient lost motion be
tween the pinion and the selector clutch to permit full 
stroke of the hand-throw lever (and thus the switch 
points) without engaging a locking dog of the lock box in 
a notch of the lock rod (slide bar and lock box do not 
move full stroke). The travel of the main crank J, Fig. 11, 
is ample to lock the switch-operating rod against back 
thrust. 

Adjustment of Dual Control Mechanism 

SELECTOR CLUTCH (Fm. 12 )-To permit assembly of 
the spring and spring collars, the selector clutch is made 
in two parts screwed together and prevented from becom
ing unscrewed in service by the engagement of the crank 
shaft splines with both parts. Over-all length, including 
top and bottom teeth, should be Sb" max. to SH" min. 
This selector clutch must be assembled to the main crank 
shaft with the prick-punch mark in the center of the single
tooth space on top in line with the shaft keyway, so that 
the tooth on top will be located properly for operation 
hy the hand-throw lever. 

HAND-THROW MECHANISM (Fies. 6, 11, 12)-The han<l
throw bevel gear C must be assembled to the hand-throw 
lever shaft with its setscrew in line with the lever. The 
hanJ-throw bevel pinion B must be assembleJ to the main 
shaft so that its tooth marked "R" for right-hand move
ment (or "L" for left-hand movement) meshes with the 
space between the two punch-marked teeth on the hand
th row bevel gear (Fig. 12). 

SELECTOR CLUTCH OPERATING MECHANISM-As shown 
in Fig. 6, clutch shifter yoke E is pivoted near one side of 
the machine and is driven up or down by the eccentric 
button on the end of the selector lever cam shaft (Fig. 11). 
This shaft is rotated by the gearing from the selector lever, 
and this gearing should be so meshed that the eccentric 
button is in its extreme downward position when the 
selector lever is horizontal at the motor end of its stroke. 
The clutch shifter yoke pivots are adjustable by means of 
their eccentric bushings* which are held tight by the 
pivot studs, the shifter yoke rotating on the bushings. 
These eccentric bushings should be assembled with their 
stud holes away from the roller end of the clutch shifter 
yoke, but may be adjusted to throw the roller end up or 
down. When adjusted to the mean position, the flat bear
ing the letter "N" will be on top. Turning the bushings 
so the flats with"+" move upward will depress the roller 

• Eccentric hushing adjustment for selector clutch shifting yoke was 
not provided on movements completed prior to August 21, 1946. 
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end. These eccentric oushings are to be adjusted so that 
both top rollers just touch the top spring collar without 
compressing the spring when the selector clutch is fully 
down in engagement with the worm gear and the selector 
lever is in the MOTOR position. 

Lock Rods and Lock Box 

Referring tq Fig. 21, it will be noted that the lock box 
has two locking dogs. One ,of these enters one set of 
notches in the lock rods when the movement is at that 
end of its stroke which places the switch-operating bar to 
the right as seen from controller end of movement, and 
the slide bar and lock box toward the motor, as shown. 
The other dog enters the other set of notches in the lock 
rods when the movement shifts to the other end of its 
stroke, placing the switch-operating bar to the left and the 
slide bar with its lock box away from the motor. 

The lock rods, Fig. 14, comprise two rectangular rods 
side-by-side. Each has a narrow notch only slightly wider 
than the locking dogs, this narrow notch in one rod being 
on top and in the other rod on the bottom. To allow for 
variations in switch throw, the two rods are adjustable 
longitudinally with respect to each other, and each has a 
wide notch located alongside the narrow notch of the 
other. 

IAITVPE GENERALLY USED WITH l!IALL AND SOCKET 
CONNECTION AS SHOWN IN FIG. 3. 

(B)TVPE USED WITH RIGID CONNECTION 

Fig. l+ Adjustable lock rod, for R.H. and LH. layouts. 

The stroke of the slide bar and its lock box is such that 
the locking dogs provide adequate interlock with only the 
lock rod which the dog enters first Therefore. the lock box 
and the lock rods must be .so auembled that the dogs will enter 
t~ nam>W notches first. Some typeS of lock rods can be 
applied for either right-hand or left-hand layouts without 
disturbing the lock box, but other types require that the 
lock box be turned over when changing from right-hand 
to left-hand. Such inversion places the end dog on the top 
instead of on the bottom as shown in Fig. 21. (Some types 
of lock rods also require dufercnt lock rods for right-hand 
and left-hand application). 

When necessary to invert the Ioele box, remove the 
Ioele rods and proceed as follows: 

Referring to Fig. 15, place the movement in that end
stroke position which brings the lock box G neatest the 



LEF"T SIDE L N 

S M P T 0 
RIGHT SIDE 

L D N R B 

Fig. 15 Indication Circuit Controller (parts in Normal position). 

motor. Note which one of the indication cams N or P 
has its notch up, and that this notch is centered about 
roller D. Unscrew bolts T which hold the circuit con
troller to the case. Swing the controller upward, pivoting 
it about the edge of the case adjacent the wire conduit. 
Turn lock box G upside-down, taking care that it is re
placed properly on the driving studs of the slide bar. Re
place circuit controller, checking that pinion gear F 
meshes with the rack teeth on the lock box in such manner 
as to place the indication cam with its notch directly on 
top and centered about roller D the same as it was before 
the circuit controller was removed. Fasten the circuit 
controller in place with bolts T. 

Circuit Controller 

GENERAL-As shown in Figs. 15 and 22, the circuit 
controller has a total of 8 sets of contacts operated by 
cams and segments on shaft R which is rotated by the 
slide bar motion transmitted through the lock box rack 
teeth, the idler pinion, and the shaft gear. The two sets 
of contacts at the left side ( viewed from lock rod end of 
movement, Fig. 15) and the two at the right side, comprise 
the motor control contacts; while the four intervening sets 

comprise the indication contacts. The motor control 
contacts are operated solely by the shaft-carried segments, 
but the indication contacts are also subject to point de
tector operation. 

It should be noted that the shaft assembly, Fig. 22, 
consists of a square shaft on which t;he two end insulating 
washers, the four motor control segment insulating bush
ings, and the gear element each have square holes to hold 
them fixed. With the exception of the indication cams and 
their c·oil springs, all the parts are pulled up solidly end
to-end by the nuts on the ends of the shaft. The indication 
cams are held against the end flanges of the gear element 
by their respective springs. 

MoroR CONTROL CONTACTS-Of the four sets of 
motor control contacts, the two on the right side are open, 
and the two on the left side (viewed from lock rod end of 
the movement) are closed, when the movement is in the 
position shown. When the movement reaches full oppo
site position, the closed contacts are opened to break the 
motor circuit, and the open contacts are closed to provide 
a circuit for operating the movement back to its original 
position. 

Each set of motor control contacts provides two par
allel circuit paths, one through direct contact of opposing 
spring fingers Fl and F2 (Fig. 22) and the other through 
finger Fl, the conducting segment, and finger F3. The 
circuit through the segment opens last, as the notch passes 
under the "V" end of the finger Fl, finger Fl being stopped 
first before the "V" end clears the segment altogether. 
This arrangement protects the direct finger contact from 
having to open the motor circuit under normal conditions, 
yet insures a circuit in case the segment should become 
coated with frost. 

Referring to Fig. 22, it will be noted that each motor 
control segment is nested on the tapered hub of its insu
lating bushing. The cone engagement has teeth in both 
elements which prevent the segment from rotating rela
tive to the shaft when the shaft end nuts are pulled up, 
but which permit the segment to be shifted angularly 
around the shaft in 4-degree steps when the shaft end 
nuts are backed off. These segments are set in the factory 
to provide approximately 34" opening between the seg· 
ment ring and the "V" end of the contact finger Fl (Sect. 
Y-Y and 2-2) and approximately Ys" margin against 
opening under finger F3 (Sect. W-W and X-X) when the 
movement is full-stroke (operated as far as it will go by 
rotating the friction clutch while in MOTOR position). 
Ordinarily there will be no occasion to readjust the seg
ment so long as the assembly is not disturbed. Small 
adjustment of the opening, however, can be made by 
loosening the bolt which holds the "V" end finger Fl 
and sliding this finger in or out, then re-tightening the 
bolt. The mounting end of this finger is slotted to permit 
such adjustment. 
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Contact finger Fl should be adjusted to bear against 
the segment with 1%' to 2 lbs. pressure while the finger F2 
is held clear. Adjust finger stop Fla to have / 6 " clearance 
from finger Fl when the latter is riding the segment. Ad
just finger F2 to bear on finger Fl with 1%' to 2 lbs. pres
sure when finger Fl is on the segment. Adjust stop F2a 
to clear finger F2 by -h" min. when contacts are closed as 
shown in Seer. W-W and X-X, and to permit finger Fl to 
clear finger F2 by h" minimum when contacts are open 
as shown in Sect. Y-Y and Z-2. Adjust finger F3 to bear on 
the segment with 1%' to 2 lbs. pressure. 

INDICATION CoNTACTs-The four sets of indication 
contacts operate as two pairs, one pair indicating the 
normal position and the other indicating the reverse 
position. Each pair is operated by a single cam, and both 
are subject to point detector operation. Wiring and wire 
nomenclature are standardized so that the left pair of 
contacts (L, Fig. 15; Sect. N-N, Fig. 22) is used to indicate 
"normal" in all cases. This means that in some applica
tions the left pair of contacts must indicate that end of 
the stroke which has the slide bar toward the lock rod end 
of the movement, and in other applications must indicate 
that end of the stroke which has the slide bar toward the 
motor end of the movement. Of course the right pair of 
contacts (M, Fig. 15) similarly must indicate sometimes 
one end and sometimes the other end of the slide bar 
stroke, so as to indicate "reverse". 

Referring to Fig. 15, when cam N has its notch up, the 
associated "normal" pair of contacts closes as shown 
(except when prevented by point detection, as explained 
later). For a right-hand layout with right-hand point 
normally closed, this cam N has its notch up when the 
slide bar is at that end of its stroke where it is nearest the 
motor end of the movement-as illustrated. At the same 
time, cam. P is holding its associated pair of contacts up 
(Sect. P-P & Sect. N-N). When the movement is operated 
towards the opposite end of its stroke, the notch in cam 
N rotates counterclockwise out from under the follower, 
forcing the contacts up. While the switch is in transit, 
both the normal and the reverse indication contacts are 
up, engaging the short-circuiting strip S to provide a shunt 
for the indication relay. When the movements leave the 
factory, this strip is assembled to connect one normal and 
one reverse contact, but may be reassembled to shunt all 
four contacts when control circuits require such arrange
ment. When the movement reaches the end of its stroke. 
the notch in cam P comes on top and this permits the 
"reverse" pair of contacts to close (except when prevented 
by point detection as explained in a suhsequent para
graph). 

To shift cams N and P so as to have their notches up 
at the desired end of the stroke, carefully (to avoid dis
tortion of contact springs) apply two screw drivers so as 
to separate the cam from the gear hub flange far enough 
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to disengage the cam pins from the flange holes, and rotate 
the cam. See Fig. 22, View A. Do this for cam N while 
the movement is in the position designated "normal" for 

· the particular layout involved. The cam should he rotate<l 
until the pins snap into place with the cam notch up. 
Similarly, shift cam P while the movement is in the re
verse position. 

The indication contacts should close with P i to 2 
lbs. pressure: measured at the bottom of the "U" henJ. 
With the contact closed, its stop should cle.ar hy apprnx
imately 11/'. This adjustment will ensure a slide on the 
contact of approximately 3\;''. When adjusting the i:on· 
tacts, care must he exercised to ensure uniform pressure 
over the full width of the contact. 

POINT DETECTOR LINKAGE-The point detector linkage 
is illustrated in Figs. 15 and 16. Referring to Fig. 16, place 
movement mid-stroke so both cam followers are held up 
by cams N and P, and both rollers "a" ride the large 
diameter of point detector bar A. Adjust nuts V to bear 
against lever Y so that all lost motion is taken up and 
lever Y is parallel to bar A. Assuming that the point de
tector bar were disconnected from the switch, this adjust
ment would hold both pairs of indication contacts up 
even if the movement were operated to place one or the 
other cam notch under a follower. Ordinarily, however, 
the point detector bar will shift with the switch so that 
its small diameter will be opposite one of the rollers "a" 
when the notch in cam N or the notch in ca1p P is beneath 
a cam follower, thus permitting the indication contacts 
to close. Should the switch point be displaced while the 
movement is full stroke, however, the rollers will be 
forced to the position illustrated in Fig. 16, and both sets 
of indication contacts will be held up. The proportions 
are such that if bar A starts with one cam end against 
roller "a" • .Vs"+ n" stroke of the point detector bar will 
break the indication contacts, and ~"+b" will short
circuit the contacts. 

u 

Fig. 16 Midsttolce 
position of point 
detector parts. 



Motor Cutout Contacts 

These contacts (0, Fig. 15) are operated by a push rod 
actuated by the selector lever through the motor cutout 
yoke (K, Fig. 11) rollers in engagement with a cam on the 
selector lever cam shaft. This cam drives the yoke in both 
directions. These contacts should be adjusted to close 
with a compression of 7 lbs. min. to 7~i lbs. max. when 
the push rod is held clear. Adjust the push rod linkage 
by means of the screw jaw at the motor cutout yoke {Figs. 
5 anJ 11) so that the contacts open Ys" min. when the 
selector lever is in the HAND position, and arc fully 
closed without interference from the push rod when the 
selector lever is in the MOTOR position. The contacts 
should open when the selector lever is lifted approxi
mately 6" (measured at end of lever). 

Friction Clutch 

On the extended worm shaft, under the motor cover 
is a friction clutch Q {Fig. 5) which, before leaving the 
factory, is adjusted for greater than the average switch 
load. This adjustment should take care of, with plenty 
of operating margin, any of the abnormally high switch 
loads such as may be encountered in service. 

Readjustment, if necessary due to wear, may be made 
by inserting an ammeter in the motor circuit and oper
ating the switch movement with the switch blocked. The 
clutch, in this case, will slip in its attempt to drive the 
obstructed switch and should be set (by turning the 
adjustment nut) to slip at the following values for different 
combinations of movements and motors. 

Adjultment to Slip the Outch 

Mor or Volts Gear Ratio Amps. Remark, 

110 Volt 
25 Cycle llO 112 to 1 12.0 For Sins}e Switch 
Spec. 991 110 192 to 1 12.0 For Mov. Pt. FTOK 

100/110 volt 
For Sinale Switch SO Cycle 100/110 112 to 1 12.0 

Spec. 993 100/110 192 to 1 12.0 For Mov. Pt. Frot1 

110 Volt 
60 Cycle 110 112 to 1 12.0 For Sinale Switch 
Spec. 993 110 192 to 1 12.0 For Mov. Pt. Frot1 

110 Volt llO 112 to 1 12.0 For .Sins}e Switch 
D.C. Spec. 992 110 192 to 1 12.0 For Mov. Pt. Froi1 

20 v.d.-c. series 
parallel field 20 188 to 1 20.0 7~ Sec. 
connection 
Spec. 997-A 20 404 to 1 12.0 14 Sec. 

20 v.d.-c. aeries 
field connection 20 726 to l 8.0 30 Sec. 
Spec. 997 

This adjustment should be checked by operating the 
switch several times and noting that the clutch slips 

slightly at the completion of each movement. The clutch . 

housing should not be removed from the shaft unless it 
is desired to replace the packing, Fig. 17, in the clutch 
stem, as the packing will be damaged by sliding it over 
the threaded end of the shaft. 

INSTJtucnoNs roa APPLYING N2w FnT PACKINGS 1N 

CLUTCH Hous1NG (Rl!l'll TO FIG. 17)-Measure the length 
of clutch spring before disassembling, and record this 
dimension as information for rcassembq. 

Remove the adjusting nut and clutch spring and slide 
the clutch housing off the shaft. Remove the discs and 
plates and take out the small lock screw, using the special 
tool, Pc. No. 173641, to remove the packing gland nut. 

Remove the old packing and clean the shaft and the 
inside of the clutch housing by washing with gasoline. 
After the parts arc thoroughly cleaned and dried, a light 
coating of lubricant should be applied to the shaft at the 
point where the new packing is to be applied. 

The clutch housing should then be assembled to the 
shaft, with the end of the clutch housing meshed in the 
hub of the gear. One new felt packing, Pc. No. 209442, 
should be slipped over the shaft and tamped securely 
into the packing gland with the plain end of the wrench, 
Pc. No. 173641. After the first packing ring has been as
sembled, a second felt packing should be assembled in the 
same manner and tamped down and the stuffing box nut 
assembled and drawn down, using the spanner end of the 
special wrench, until it is Bush with the bottom of the 
clutch housing. Then the locking screw should be inserted 
and drawn down securely. 

0 
Fig. 17 Clutch a11SCmbly and special wrench for packing gland nut. 
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Old clutch plates and fabric discs should be thoroughly · 
cleaned in gasoline to remove any accumulation of lubri
cant, and then reassembled as shown in Fig. 17. It will be 
noted that a fabric disc goes in the bottom of the housing, 
and the first metallic disc is one with teeth engaging the 
shaft. The remaining discs and plates assemble in the 
order shown. 

The clutch spring should be adjusted to its original 
length and finally checked and adjusted to agree with 
values given in the table" Adjustment to Slip the Clutch." 

Motor 

The motor may be for 20 volts or 110 volts d.c., or for 
110 volts 25, 50 or 60 cycles. The same motor is used on 
all low voltage movements except the JO-second move
ment where the field coils are all in series instead of 
series-parallel. All high voltage motors are interchangeable. 

The motor commutator should be kept smooth and 
free from grease and excess oil. To dress the commutator 
use a piece of No. 00 sandpaper or a fine grain commutator 
stone. Never use emery cloth for the commutator or 
brushes. Experience has dictated that these commutators 
should not be undercut. 

The brushes should be free in their holders and the 
pressure should be maintained between %' lb. and 1 lb. 
When new brushes are applied, be sure to use the proper 
grade, and fit the brushes to the commutator, using No. 
00 sandpaper. 

OvERLOAD PROTECTION-Overload protection may be 
obtained for the d.c. movements by use of the OR-IO or 
OR-11 overload relay and for the a.c. movement by use 
of the OR-20 overload relay. We recommend the OR-11 
relay as a standard for d.c. movements since it may be 
used to replace the OR-10 relay while the reverse is not 
true. In ordering OR-10 or OR-11 relays, the current at 
which the clutch is set to slip or the gear ratio of the move· 
ment should be specified. The gear ratio is stamped on 
the name plate. The thermal resistors of these relays are 
selected to give proper operation for the value of current 
at which the clutch slips under overload. The OR-20 
relay should be ordered for the voltage and frequency of 
the movement and the order must specify whether the 
control is by a DP-25 relay or Type "F" controller. 

Heater, 

Heaters are available for application to all electric 
switch movements. Experience has indicated that 15· 
watt heaters are sufficient. The heater for the circuit con· 
trailer compartment mounts at the end of the controller 
opposite the wire inlet as shown in Fig. 18. It is held by 
the four screws which hold the terminal boards at that 
end. No additional holes are required and terminal space 
is usually available on the terminal board.-See Figs. 19 
and 20 for wiring. 
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(Al HEATER rOR CIRCUIT CONTROLLER 

HEATER 

HEATEII 

(8) HEATER FOR MOTOR COMPAIITMENT 

Fig. 18 Heaters for circuit controller and motor compartment. 

A heater is also available for the motor end if desired. 
It is mounted on the under side of the bracket for the 
motor terminals as shown in Fig. 18. Two holes must be 
drilled and tapped in the bracket. Lead, arc terminated 
on the same posts as for the-controller heater. 

Wiring 

Figures 19 anJ 20 show the internal wiring of standard 
low and high voltage movements 'respectively. The circuit 
controller is shown for a switch having the right-hand 
point normally closed. There is no difference Jue to the 
sic.le of the track on which the mechanism is placed. 

No change is ever required in the internal wiring as all 
internal and external wires go directly to the terminal 
board. If the layout calls for the left-hand point normally 
closed, the external leads to terminals "B" and "C" and 
to terminals "5" and "IO" are reversed at the terminal 
board and the circuit controller cams for the indication 
contacts arc reversed as outlined on page 14. As noted 
previously, movements are dripped properly adjusted if 
sufficient information is given on the order. 

A print of a typical installation wiring diagram is 
enclosed with each movement. Notes on this diagram 
cover variations required for various types of indication 
and the manner in which the jumpers on the terminal 
board should be arranged. 
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SECTION V 

LUBRICATION 

Before leaving the factory, all working paru of the 
mechanism, except the wonn gear compartment, are aufi· 
cicntly well lubricated to be placed in service. Every 
reasonable convenience to facilitate lubrication of the 
movements has been provided. 

For best results only lubricants complying with strict 
specifications arc recommended. Recommended lubricanta 
may be purchased in convenient quantities from the 
Union Switch &. Signal Company. Ordering references 
and specifications defining these high grade lubricants 
arc provided on Catalog Plate P-8000. 

In order to encourage good maintenance, a Lubrlc:. 
tion Chart, Fig. 23, is included in these instructions. The ' 
Lubrication Chart outlines the usual procedure to be 
. followed, but because of the necessity for brevity in 
statements more complete information is given as follows: 

A. Apply Lubricant (Grease) Spec. 2513 as follows: 

(1) Point Detector bar bearings (Use gun). 

(2) Surfaces of slide bar and combined lock block 
and rack "G", using brush or paddle for appli· 
cation. A heavy oil, Viscosity at 210" F., 120 
to 200 (S.A.E. 140), may be used as an alter· 
natc on these surfaces. 

B. Apply a Medium Body Oil (Viscosity at 130" F. 
of 185 to 220) (S.A.E. 30) to following parts. 

(1) Motor (Oil cup at both ends of shaft). 

(2) Gear Mechanism 
(a) Vertical Shaft-Remove oil plug in top 

cover, oil will collect in a recess and be led 
to shaft surfaces needing lubrication. 

(b) Linkage connections for cur-out circuit 
controller. 

(3) Indication Circuit Controller and Point De
tector. 
(a) Shaft and pinion gear bearings and rollers. 
(b) Linkage and sliding surfaces. 
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(4) Spur Gearing Journals (Movements equipped 
with Oilite bushings•). 
{a) Oil holes in box casting, and in the idler 

gear, for 20 _volt movements. 
(b) Oil holes in the gear clusters, for 110 volt 

movements. 

C. Apply a light oil Spec. 1093 as follows: 
(1) Contact segments of indication circuit con

troller and motor commutator if brushes 
chatter; but apply sparingly with lintless doth. 

0. Apply grease Spec. 3970 as follows from tin con· 
tainers shipped with movements. This is a low 
temperature all-year lubricant meeting the require· 
ments of Army-Navy Aeronautical Spec. Grease 
AN-G-3a and has relatively little change in con· 
sistency with temperature. It will remain plastic at 
the highest temperatures encountered in switch 
movement locations and still not become stilf 
enough at lowest temperatures to require thinning. 
(1) Worm Gear Compartment-Requires approx· 

imately 5 lbs. This should be packed well 
around the worm geu and selector clutch. It 
should be replenished as necessary to keep 
the worm gear covered. 

(2) Spur Gear Compartment 
(a) Movements not equipped with Oilite 

bushings• 
Pack and maintain nearly full. Requires 
approximately 5 pounds. n 

(b) Movements equipped with Oilite bushings• 
Apply to gear teeth only, twice a year. 

Drain Hole Plup 

The cover under the cran,k case compartment is pro· 
vided with two drain holes tapped to receive ~ inch pipe 
plup. These holes should normally be left open so as to 
prevent an accumulation of water, which might frce:e 
and stall the movement. In cases where the movements 
are in locations where foreign matter such as sand and 
du1t might blow into the drain holes, these should be 
plUiled, but care should be taken, especially prior to 
freezing weather, to remove the plugs and drain the 
compartment. 

Pipe plup for these holes arc enclosed in a muslin 
bag tied in the motor compartment of the movement. 

• New movements shipped from the faaorv since Dec. 1, 1946 are 
equipped with Oilite bushings in the apur sear compartment as identi
fied by a plate attached to the cover over the spur gears. Movements 
furnished earlier can have plain bronze bushings replaced with Oilite 
buahinp, u covered by ref~ccs and instructions in Instruction 
Pamphlet U-5'425, Supplement 2. Movements, new or modified, having 
Oilite buahinga may be idend6ed by a plate attached to the cover over 
the spur sear• which states: "Use splash lubrication in worm scar 
compartment only. Spur gear bearings are equipped with Oilite bush· 
inp. Apply S.A.E. 30 oil tO bearing oil holes and coat spur &car teeth 
with sear lubricant twice a year." 
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SELECTOR LEVER 
WHICH SHIF'TS 
SELECTOR CLUTCH 
ALONG SPLINES ON 
MAIN CRANK SHAF'T. 

(SEE NOTE A.) 

NOTE A:-

WIRE 
OUTLET 

CLUTCH OVERALL HEIGHT IS SUCH THAT 
TOP TOOTH MUST ENGAGE HAND THROW 
GEAR BEF'ORE BOTTOM TEETH CAN 
DISENGAGE WOR... GEAR, OR VICE VERSA. 

.THUS, TH{ MAIN CRANK IS NEVER 
f'LOATING, BUT AT ALL TIMES IS ENGAGED 
WITH EITHER THE MOTOR OR THE HAND 
THROW LEVER. 

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF STYLE t.A-22A t.AOVEt.AENT FIG. 21· 
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ADJUSTMENT DIAGRAM fOR INDICATION CIRCUIT CONTROLLER FIG.22 
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Regular and systematic lubrication is recommended; however, the period between times of lubricating 
depends upon the frequency of operation and upon climatic and locational conditions, and therefore can 

be established from experience by the Supervisory Department. 

Type of Lubricant and Known Products Complying 
Method Apply to Remarks u. S. & S. Co. Spec. with Spec. 

Alemite Solidified Oil #32 
Push type Fit- Apply until surplus is Pressure Gun Grease (Alemite Temprite Solidi- Gun or 

Spec. 2513 fled Oil E. P.) Paddle ting, Bearings visible at edges of 
and Surface bearing. (The Prime Mfg. Co.) 

Heavy Oil (Viscosity Auto. Transmission and Oil Can Heavy Oil may be used 

at210°F., 120to200) Rear End Lubricant, or Brush Surface Only as an alternative for 
S.A.E. 140 grease on surfaces "A". 

Medium Body 011 Automobile Engine Oil, Oil Holes and (Viscosity at 130°F., S.A.E. 30 Oil Can on Bearings 185 to 220) 

Apply a very light film 

Low Temperature Oil Low Temperature Lubri-
ci oil on all contact seg-

Oil Can Surface menta at frequent inter-
Spec. 1093 eating 011 (U. S. & S. Co.) vals after thoroughly 

cleaning. 

Worm Gear Pack in. Should cover 
Compartment Worm Gear. 5 Ltls. 

Low Temperature Texaco Low Temp 67 Movements with Oilite Bushi~s 
Lubricating Grease (The Texas Co.) Paddle Swr Gear Teeth I 

Spec. 3970 Army-Navy Spec. AN-G-3a Movements without Oilite Bushings 
5pir Gear com- Pa k N 1 Full 
partment. c ear Y · 5 Lbs. 

LUBRICATION CHART (See Figure 24 for Points of Application) FIG. 23 
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